
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                        SECTION A                                               (1X18=18) 

1 What will be the output of following code? 

def Fun1(mylist): 

for i in range(len(mylist)): if 

mylist[i]%2==0: 

mylist[i]/=2 
else: 

mylist[i]*=2 
 

list1 =[21,20,6,7,9,18,100,50,13] 
Fun1(list1) print(list1) 

2   keyword is used to define a function 

3 Function will perform its action only when it is    

4 Write statement to call the function. 
def Add(): 

X = 10 + 20 

print(X) 
   #statement to call the above function 

5 Write statement to call the function. 

def Add(X,Y): 
Z = X+Y 
print(Z) 

    #statement to call the above function 

6 Write statement to call the function. 
 

def Add(X,Y): 
Z = X+Y 
return Z 

  #statement to call the above function 
print(“Total =”,C) 
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7 Which Line Number Code will never execute? 

def Check(num):  #Line 1 

if num%2==0:  #Line 2 

print("Hello") #Line 3 
  return True  #Line 4 

print("Bye") #Line 5 
else: #Line 6 

return False    #Line 7 

C = Check(20) 
print(C) 

8 What will be the output of following code? 

def Cube(n): 

print(n*n*n) 
 

Cube(n) # n is 10 

here print(Cube(n)) 

9 What will be the output of following code? 

def drawline(char='$',time=5): 

print(char*time) 
drawline()  
drawline('@',10) 
 drawline(65)  
drawline(chr(65)) 

10 Which command is used to add new record in table? 

11 Which option of ORDER BY clause is used to arrange the output in descending order? 

12 Raj is a database programmer, He has to write the query from EMPLOYEE table to search 
for the employee whose name begins from letter „R‟, for this he has written the query as:  
SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE NAME=‟R%‟; 

But the query is not producing the correct output, help Raj and correct the query so that he 

gets the desired output. 

13   Raj is a database programmer, He has to write the query from EMPLOYEE table to search 
for the employee who are not getting any commission, for this he has written the query as: 
SELECT * FROM EMPLOYEE WHERE commission=null; 

But the query is not producing the correct output, help Raj and correct the query so that he 

gets the desired output. 

14 If Table Sales contains 5 records and Raj executed the following queries; find out the 
output of both the query. 

(i) Select 100+200 from dual; 
(ii) Select 100+200 from Sales; 

15 Which SQL function is used to get the average value of any column? 

16 Which clause is used to eliminate the duplicate rows from output? 



17  How many times is the following loop executed?   
                     for a in range(100,10,-10):   
                               print (a)   
 
 18 Which of the following is a valid for loop in  Python? 
  (a) for(i=0; i<n; i++)   
  (b) for i in range(0,5): 
  (c) for i in range(0,5) 
  (d) for i in range(5)   
 

                                              SECTION B                                                              (7X2=14) 

19 What are DDL and DML? Give one command of each. 

20 What is the difference between CHAR and VARCHAR? 

21 Observe the following table and answer the question (i) , (ii) and 
(iii) TABLE: VISITOR 

 

VisitiorID VisitorName ContactNumber 

V001 ANAND 9898989898 

V002 AMIT 9797979797 

V003 SHYAM 9696969696 

V004 MOHAN 9595959595 

(i) Write the name of most appropriate columns which can be considered as 
Candidate keys 

(ii) Out of selected candidate keys, which one will be the best to choose as 
Primary Key? 

(iii) What is the degree and cardinality of the table 

22 What do you understand by the term Foreign key? How many foreign keys can be added to 
any table? 

23 Write short notes on following relational terms: 
a. Tuple 
b. Attribute 

 

24 What is keyword argument? Explain with example. 

25 Can you guess the output? 
C = -11%4 

   print(C) 

                                                             SECTION C                                             (5X3=15) 

26 Write a program to enter temperature in Fahrenheit and convert it 
in Celsius. 



27 From the following Tables (EMP) AND (JOB) answer the question (i) and (ii) 
TABLE: EMP 

 

EMPNO ENAME JOB SALARY DEPTNO 

E001 PETER ADMIN 4500 10 

E002 SCOTT SALESMAN 3500 20 

E003 ALBERT CLERK 2800 10 

E004 RUSSEL CLERK 2900 40 

 

TABLE:JOB 
 

DEPTNO DNAME DLOCATION DHEAD 

10 PETER ADMIN 4500 

20 SCOTT SALESMAN 3500 

30 ALBERT CLERK 2800 

40 RUSSEL CLERK 2900 

 
(i) Identify Primary Key from both the tables 
(ii) Identify the foreign key column in the table EMP 
(iii) Can we delete the record of PETER from table JOB? 

              28 What will be the output of following code? 

def Updater(A,B=5): 

A = A // B  

B = A % B 

print(A,'$',B) 
return A + B 

A=100 B=30 
A = Updater(A,B) 

print(A,'#',B) 
B = Updater(B) 
print(A,'#',B) 
A = Updater(A)  
print(A,'$',B) 

29 What do you understand by local and global  scope of variables? How can you access 
a global  variable inside the function, if function has a  variable with same name. 
 
 

30 Write a Python program to reverse a string using function. 
 
                                                  SECTION D                                                                 (15) 

31 Find and write the output of the following python code       (1x5=5) 
Msg="CompuTer" 

Msg1='' 

for i in range(0, len(Msg)): 

if Msg[i].isupper(): 

Msg1=Msg1+Msg[i].lower() 

elif i%2==0: 

Msg1=Msg1+'*' 
else: 

Msg1=Msg1+Msg[i].upper() 

print(Msg1) 



32 Consider the following tables EMP and SALGRADE, write the query for (i) to (vi) and 
output for (vii) to (x)                                                                                         (1x10=10) 
TABLE: EMPLOYEE 

ECODE NAME DESIG SGRADE DOJ DOB 

101 Vikrant Executive S03 2003-03-23 1980-01-13 

102 Ravi Head-IT S02 2010-02-12 1987-07-22 

103 John Cena Receptionist S03 2009-06-24 1983-02-24 

105 Azhar Ansari GM S02 2009-08-11 1984-03-03 

108 Priyam Sen CEO S01 2004-12-29 1982-01-19 

TABLE: SALGRADE 
 

SGRADE SALARY HRA 

S01 56000 18000 

S02 32000 12000 

S03 24000 8000 

 
(i) To display details of all employee in descending order of their DOJ 
(ii) To display NAME AND DESIG of those employees whose sgrade is either „S02‟ or 

„S03‟ 
(iii) To display NAME, DESIG, SGRADE of those employee who joined in the year 2009 
(iv) To display all SGRADE, ANNUAL_SALARY from table SALGRADE

 [where ANNUAL_SALARY = SALARY*12] 
(v) To display number of employee working in each SALGRADE from table EMPLOYEE 
(vi) To display NAME, DESIG, SALARY, HRA from tables EMPLOYEE and SALGRADE 

where SALARY is less than 50000 

(vii) Select MIN(DOJ), MAX(DOB) from employee; 
(viii) Select SGrade, Salary+HRA from SalGrade where Sgrade=‟S02‟ 
(ix) Select count(distinct sgrade) from employee 
(x)       Select sum(salary), avg(salary) from salgrade 

                                                           SECTION E                                      (2X4=8) 

33 Consider the following tables CARDEN and CUSTOMER and answer the following 
parts of this question: 
 
                                      TABLE: CARDEN 
Ccode CarName Make color Capacity Charges  
501 A-star Suzki RED 3 14  
503 Indigo Tata SILVER 3 12  
502 Innova Toyota WHITE 7 15  
509 SX4 Suzuki SILVER 4 14  
510 C Class Mercedes RED 4 35  

 
TABLE: CUSTOMER 

CCode Cname Ccode 
1001 Hemant Sahu 501 
1002 Rj Lal 509 
1003 Feroza 503 
1004 Ketakn Dhal 502 

 
Give the output of the following SQL queries. 

i. SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT make) FROM CARDEN; 

ii. SELECT MAX(Charges), MIN(Charges)From CARDEN; 

iii. SELECT CarName FROM CARDEN WHERE Charges=14; 

iv. SELECT AVG(Charges) from CARDEN 

 

 



34 Fill in the missing lines of code in the following code. The code reads in a limit 
amount and list of prices and prints the largest price that is less than the limit. You 
can assume that all prices and the limit are positive numbers. When a price 0 is 
entered the program terminates and prints the largest price that is less than the 
limit. 
 
#Read the limit 
limit=float(input(“Enter the limit”)) 
max_price=0 
#Read the next price 
next_price=float(input(“Enter a price or 0 to stop:”)) 
while next_price>0: 
      ___________________ 
 
  #Read the next price 
     ____________________ 
If max_price>0: 
     ____________________ 
else: 
     ____________________ 

 

 

***** 

 


